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We examined the change in photoluminescence spectra of porous Si after several
repetition of the set of chemical oxidation and deoxidation. We observed monotonous
shift to higher frequencies of the photoluminescence peak as the repetition times
increases. We also observe the shift to higher frequencies of the photoluminescence
when it is oxidized using illumination of synchrotron radiation then deoxidized
chemically. Raman measuement showed these shifts to higher frequencies are closely
related to the quantum size effert.

l.Introduction

substrates. The anodization was performed in an

tIF

solution at a constant curreni density of about
30mA/cm2 fo, 20 min. We oxidized our PS
samples by dipping them in Z}urt%o aqueous }JZ%,
solution at room temperature for about 15 min. We
then deoxidized them by dipping them in 1.5 wtvo
aqueous IIF solution for about 5 min. We repeated
the set of these oxidation and deoxidation. An asaodized PS was also oxidized by using SR
illmination. SR was illminated to the as-anodized PS

Intense photoluminescence from porous Si(pS) has

recently received considerable attentio n.1,2) Studies

of PS have focoused on its photoluminescence
mechanism.3,4) The size reduction of the width of
PS strands is important to examine whether the
ph.otoluminescence from PS is caused by the
quantum size effect. Oxidation of pS is general way

to reduce the width of PS strands. During dry
g{da{on at high temperatures, however, srirfac-e
diffusion of Si occurs and the width of pS sffands
increases.S) Therefore, it is important to oxidize pS

nlotolgminescence of PS is ciused by the euantum
size effect.

ln-high vacuum in order to desorb hydrogen from the
PS surface. Then oxygen was introduced in the
chamber and adsorbed to the PS surface. The
substrate temperature during SR illumination was
less than 200 " C and oxidation at low temperature
was performed. The power of SR at the illumination
center is about lW/crr? and illumination time is 300
sec. We then deoxidized the sample by dropping a
few drops of 1.5 wtvo aquaous I{F solution.
After each step, we measured photoluminescence at
room temperature using Ar+ ion laser (\ =48804).
We also measured Raman spectra in order to estimate
the width of PS strands. In the case of SR
illuminated sample, we measurcd photoluminescence
and Raman spectra at the position about 2 mm far
from the illumination center.

2.Experiment

3.Results and Discussion

at low-temperature. From this standpoint, we reduced

the width

of

PS- by oxidizing

ind

deoxidizing

chemically as well as by oxidizing using illuminatioil

of synchrotron radiation (SR) in this-study. After
each step, we measured the changes in
photoluminescence
spectra to investigite the
photoluminescence meChanism. We found- that the

photoluminesce peak shifts to higher frequencies
during these treatments. We also ineasured Raman
spgga uftgt each step and found the peak position
shifts to lower energy when the photoiuminlescence

peak

-shifts to higher energy. Ttris indicates the

Figure I shows the change of

The PS samples we used were made from (100)
oriented, 9-l l ft cm resistivity, p-type siiicon

pS

photoluminescence spectra after several repetition of
the set of chemical oxidation and deoxidation. Figure
472

considered to be similar to that in the case of
chemical oxidation and deoxidation. Therefore, the
photoluminescence peak position shift to shorter
wavelength is considered to be caused by the

1 (a) is for the as-anodized PS. The peak is centerd

around 800 nm (1.55 eV). Figure 1 (b) is for the
sample for which the set of chemical oxidation and
deoxidation was repeated 4 times. Although the
width of the spectrum is almost the same, the

quantum size effect.

photoluminescence peak is shifted to a shorter
wavelength, 785 nm (1.58 eV). Besides this shift to

4. Conclusion

a shorter wavelength, the integral of
photoluminescence intensity increased. Figurc I (c)

We observed shift to higher frequencies of the
PS after the repetition of
the set of chemical oxidation and deoxidation. We
also examined the change is photoluminescence
spectra of PS when it is oxidized using SR
illumination then deoxidized chemically. After these
treatments, photoluminescence shifted to higher
frequencies. Raman measurement showed these
shifts to higher frequencies are closely related to the
quantum size effect and we believe that
p=hotoluminescence of PS is caused by the quantum

is for the sample for which the set was repeated 8
times. The results show a further shift to higher
frequencies of the photoluminescence peak to 770
nm (1.61 eV) accompanied by a increased integral of

photoluminescence peak of

intensity.

Figure 2 shows the Raman spectra for these
sample. Figure 2 (a) is for the as-anodized sample.
Figure 2 (b) is for the sample of 4 repetition times.
Figure 2 (c) is for the sample of 8 repetition times.
The peak position of Raman spectra shifts to lower
energy as the repetition times of the set of chemical
oxidation and deoxidation increases. The reason of
this Raman peak shift is considered to be due to the

size effect.
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Raman spectra indicates that ilre widttr of PS snands
become imaller as the repetition times of the set of
chemical oxidation and deoxidation increases.
This width reduction of PS strands is explained
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of photoluminescence peak position to shorter
wavelength as the repetition times increases is

considered to be caused by the quantum size effect.
PS
change
shows
Figure
photoluminescence spectra after the oxidation using

3

the

of

illumination of SR and subsequent deoxidation.
Figure 3 (a) is for the as-anodized sample. Figure 3
(bJ is for the oxidized Sample using SR illumination.
Figure 3 (c) is for the sample deoxidized with
aqueous IIF solution after the oxidation. A large shift
to shorter wavelength is observed benveen the
spectrum for the as-anodized sample and that f91 the
dboxidized one. The Raman peak of the deoxidized
sample shifts to lower energy than that for the asanodized one. The width reduction mechanism is
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Figere 3 The change of porous Si photoluminescence

change of porous Si photoluminescence
spectra after several repetition of lhe set of chemical
1
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of reference Si are also shown below.
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